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The four communities of Thayagong, Seeyosoo, Nadi 
Pancha Park and Tondon in Mandalay, Myanmar’s 

second largest urban area, were part of a 10-day surveying 
and mapping workshop in May to kickstart participatory 
design in their settlements and start using their ACCA 
budget. The local network of Women for the World (WFW) 
in Mandalay jointly facilitated the workshop with an ACHR 
team (Chawanad Luansang, Thanawin Wijitporn, and 
Khanittha Sakduang), hosted by Tondon community. The 
longer term goal is to develop a viable land readjustment 
scheme in partnership with the government, as an 
alternative to relocation for the lower-income settlements 
in Mandalay.
OOThe workshop provided training in survey and mapping 
techniques for the communities, so they could visualise the 
necessary information needed to develop an upgrading 
design for the settlements, such as the number of families, 
type of land ownership and size of each community, income 
and ability to save for each family and community, as well 
as the future development plans in each area.
OOThayagong community lives on canal land, Seeyosoo 
community lives on monastery land, and Nadi Pancha Park 
and Tondon communities are located on local government 
land. Different land ownerships is common for settlements 
in Myanmar, and from the beginning of the workshop it 
was realised that a flexible land readjustment scheme 
was needed, which could apply to different types of land 
ownership, while at the same time respond to specificities 
of local future development. 
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By readjusting 
plots Tondon 
discovered it’s 
possible to fit 30 
houses into local 
government’s 
land, and Seyosoo 
found out they 
can accommodate 
130 houses, and 
return some 
land back to the 
Monastery. 

OODuring the mapping Ton-
don community discovered 
that it is possible to readjust 
30 houses to fit into the lo-
cal government’s land, and 
Seyosoo community found 
out that if they readjusted 
their plot they could still ac-
commodate 130 houses, and 
return the land around the 
temple back to the Monas-
tery. This was a great boost 
of confidence for the com-
munities, as they were able 
to prove to the government 
that another solution to re-
location is indeed possible. 
As the ACCA budget is only 
enough to upgrade small 
clusters of 20-30 houses in 
3 communities, it is critical 
that the upgrading becomes 
regarded as a flexible mod-
el to be replicated in other 
settlements by the govern-
ment, regardless of the type 
of land ownership. 
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OOTondon community hosted the other communities during 
the training, and their site was used as a working example of 
how to map and survey a settlement for land readjustment. 
It was important that the mapping and surveying process 
could be carried out by the communities themselves. The 
homework for Tondon community following the workshop 
was to help the other communities finish their mapping and 
surveying. 
OOThe next step for the communities was how to manage 
scarce ACCA funds in Mandalay’s Community Development 
Fund, and also to start working with student architects 
and linking with more communities to start mapping and 
surveying at city-wide level.

For further information, contact 
Nad at chawanad@hotmail.com

“Dream of our community” 
ideas for onsite-upgrading 
in Mandaly using skills of 
local carpenters. Thanks 
to Thanawin Wijitporn 
for this image and help in 
developing these projects. 


